
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a program specialist. Thank
you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for program specialist

Support management in addressing strategic questions and informing
decision making by designing, implementing, and presentation of data-driven
analyses
Recommend, develop, and deliver insights that will shape program strategy
Manage weekly, monthly, and quarterly reporting, working in collaboration
with colleagues to identify and present high-level analytics to JDC and
external stakeholders
Contract writing, editing and formatting
Be responsible for leading many high profile meetings to align on project
requirements
Drafting correspondence, coordinating agreement approvals and execution,
tracking documents, and maintaining status reports
Coordinating and communicate contract related matters between Technology
& Product Engineering, Legal, Global Information Security and the business
groups
Assist in contract negotiations as needed and own documenting a variety of
third party contractual relationships, including talent agreements, creative
services agreements, master services agreements, software licensing
agreements, sales deals, amendments, and NDAs
Maintaining customer contract files and training
Manage schedules that reflect detailed information related to the changes,
including effected components and functions, time lines for various stages of
project completion, costs
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Writing and editing responsibilities include drafting nomination statements
and letters, coordinating with involved parties to edit nomination documents,
and tracking several iterations through the editorial process
Regularly meets with department chairs and individual faculty to coordinate
upcoming award schedules and opportunities, identifies materials required
and creates list of potential references
Compiles and maintains a detailed database of current and historical
nominations, awards outcomes and awards calendars
Supervise evening temporary staff
The staff liaison for managing the LCME accreditation process
Support for diversity programs via counseling, testing and evaluation,
teaching or event planning and the administrative duties associated with
running a program


